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Librarian’s message
This is our second issue of the Teen Zine. As a pilot, our first issue, published in Fall 2014,
was assembled by our Teen Advisory Board (see page 32). The cover design featured an
original illustration by Art Center student, Medar de la Cruz, and included our new logo for
Made@PPL, our brand of programs about making, creating, and tinkering. Since then, a
Teen Zine Team has been assembled. This team is responsible for photos, graphics, writing,
assembling, and editing our upcoming issues of the zine. In doing so, the team must work
within guidelines and standards set by our organization, make compromises, or otherwise,
persuade the editors on their opinions. Everything you see here is a result of an event or
program at the Pasadena Public Library.
The Zine encourages inspiration and responsibility; it utilizes teen talent, passion, and
empowers expression in writing (fiction and nonfiction), photography, art, creation, and design,
while exposing teens to publishing and journalism. Plus, it gives them an opportunity to showcase their talents while earning service hours. The zine features book reviews written by our
awesome team of teen reviewers, who often get opportunities to review new or not-yetreleased books. For teen writers, the zine adds another layer and presentation to prose and
poetry. The zine also serves as a great piece for contributors to add to their college portfolios;
for them to share their accomplishments with family and friends; for everyone else to see just
what they can do!
--Jane Gov
Youth Services Librarian
jgov@cityofpasadena.net
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Doctor Who End of Summer Bash
We celebrated the end of our Summer Reading Challenge in Doctor Who style. Some of the
ideas and a bulk of the decor was planned by the Teen Advisory Board (TAB). We had a
scavenger hunt, a costume contest, an Adipose structures challenge, and a musical festival.
Teen volunteers decorated the patio with “Bad Wolf” chalk “graffiti”, scavenger hunt items,
and a full size Tardis, which was hand made by TAB member Sarah Marshall.

Life-sized Tardis. Left photo by Alfonso Huerta. Right photo by Brandon Schott.

Adipose marshmallows for the Adipose
Challenge.
Photo by Brandon Schott.
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Cassandra lasagna (left)
Vote Saxon leaflets (right)
Photos by Brandon Schott

Tardis cookies (left)
Weeping Angel and Cyberman masks (right)
Photos by Alfonso Huerta

Costume Contest
Photo by Alfonso Huerta
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Murder House of Mystery
By Haneen Eltaib, Grade 10

The Murder Mystery event took place on Halloween. I’ve had
the pleasure of helping and planning the event, alongside librarian Jane
Gov. While having our dinner party, Liam Pabich, the owner of the
“house”, was “murdered”. The Party Hostess (performed by staff Jennifer
Driscoll) encouraged all 35 attendees to search the library looking for
clues, murder weapons, witnesses, and anything that would help them
solve the murder. Clues were in the form of scratchers, mirror clues,
pictures, letters written to lovers, props at the scene of the crime, and
rhymes.
The murder weapon could have been one of the seven: a fire
poker, a ball with chain (kind of like a large flail), poison, a revolver,
cleaver, a knife, or a dagger. The correct weapon could be chosen if
guests read the clues and used process of elimination. “Something
sharp,” voted out the ball with chain, poison, and revolver. “Stylish and
distinct,” implied that the weapon shared a characteristic relating to a
synonym of those words or the weapon itself was distinct. This left the
dagger, because the handle had an interesting design.
To figure out the murder(s), guests would have had to listen
intently and read between the lines. Jess Pawn (performed by teen volunteer Kimberly Merene), the business partner, told investigators that the
police officer (performed by staff Kevin Crain) might have done it, due to
his obvious hatred toward Pabich. When directed to Justine Peters
(performed by teen Julia See), she informed guests that the wife
(performed by staff Jennifer Addington) blamed Peters for cheating with
her husband constantly, and led guests to the letter that obviously
showed that the wife and the police officer played a part in the murder.
Overall, it was a fun event, full of mystery and accusations. I
would definitely love to plan one again next Halloween!
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Librarian Jane Gov, teen Haneen Eltaib, and Librarian Jen Driscoll are
discussing the clues with participants. Photo by Alfonso Huerta.

Photos by Alfonso Huerta.
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Hidden Knowledge
By Malesha B., Grade 10

A cycle that goes on in reference to self-sabotage
Do you even recognize the hidden knowledge?
That you know what you’re doing is wrong?

Do you even consider the consequences that come, and will destroy your future?
Some don’t have the opportunities that you have
Yet, you run and act like a fool
And act stupid to the rules
Then wonder why it happens to you.

But you know what you’re doing,
And know it’s wrong,
And you do it so you can play yourself a sad song.

Girl, get over it!
Time to make a new tune.
Backtrack and you’ll know what comes soon.
You’re beautiful, smart, charismatic
But who has time for the dramatics?

Your body is growing, and now it’s time for your mind.
God has shown plenty of signs.
Yes, you have a purpose as well, too.
Now it’s just time for you to follow through.
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DIY Snowglobes


Winter Break activities featured several nostalgic ideas, as selected by the Teen Advisory
Board. First up is DIY Snow Globes! Teens selected their jars, glitter, and figurines; some
created their own figures with foam, and some personalized it with paint.

Santa on Chameleon by Sasha G., age 16

Snowglobe by Christine A., age 14
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Santa’s Sleigh by Mariah D. age 16

Snowman by Amy S., age 15

Snow on Jar by Simone L. age
16; trees by Jane Gov

Batman by Sofia P., age 14
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Monster’s Inc. by Rebecca B., age 13

Minnie by Jessi S., age 12

Peace and Laugh by Michael M., age 14

Santa by Angelina O., age 14

Elsa by Brandon D., age 13

Gingerbread Man by Yolanda S., age 15
Snowglobe by Julia S., age 16
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Elza by Lauren S., age 13

Anna by Dante F., age 12

Snowmen Toasting by Charlie C., age 13
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Superman by Sam M., age 13

Geeky Gifts
By Haneen Eltaib, Grade 10
Another Winter Break activity was the
“Geeky Gifts”, another activity that was
selected by the Teen Advisory Board. This
event was where teens made their own Tshirts,and gifted them to friends and family
(or themselves!) during the holidays. It was
pretty messy, but it was fun and the hard
work really paid off.

“Jack” by Haneen E, Grade 10

We used pantyhose, Mod Podge, an embroidery
hoop, printing ink, and a hair dryer, except for
the select few who chose to draw with fabric
paint markers.
The Teen Advisory Board requested another
event similar to this one in the summer, so if you
want to create your own Geeky Shirt, you’ll have
the opportunity!

“Deathly Hallows” by Cady W, Grade 9

“Alice” by Jane L, Grade 9

“Minnie” by Marissa V, Grade 11
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Gingerbread House Competition
During winter break, teens competed in the Gingerbread House Competition. First, participants had to build their base using cardboard and tape. These were the only non-edible
portions. All the materials for the decorations had to be edible, including the adhesive.

First place house built by Sofia P., grade 9

Second place house built by Jessi S., grade 7
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Third place house built by Michael P., grade 9

A Friend for Emma
by Elizabeth Nail, Grade 9

Winner of the “Turn Dreams into
Reality” Writing Contest

Emma wanted a pet. She decided
it would be much like a friend, but without the
complications or the communication issues.
She had considered many different creatures
for this specific application, of both exotic and
common variety, such as dogs, wombats,
fish and koalas, but Emma had eventually
narrowed her focus to a cat, a sheep, or a
hedgehog.
She had not actually discussed her
brilliant idea with her parents, but she was
confident that they would understand her
motivations. At this final, crucial stage in her
planning, however, she decided to talk to
them about it.
Emma bounded into the kitchen
and sat her parents down, beaming.
“So,” she began brightly, “I was
thinking that I should have a pet.”
Her mother and father stared at her
bemusedly. Emma frowned inwardly; she
had expected them to smile and agree instantly, and things were not going over quite
as well as she had arranged. Still, she
pushed forward.
“I was thinking either a cat-,”
”They scratch car seats,” interrupted her father, who was very particular about
the condition of his motor vehicles.
“Well, then a sheep-,”
“They must smell dreadfully bad,”
interjected her mother, who was partial to
beautiful things (which extended to the scent
of the atmosphere).
“What about a hedgehog?” Emma
finished desperately.
Her parents reverted to their blank
stares.
“Those scratch car seats as well,
correct?” her father finally said.

“Is the answer no?” Emma asked.
“If you know of a pet that doesn’t
have an awful stench-,” began her mother.
“Or claws-,” added her father.
“Or is difficult to maintain-,” supplemented her mother.
“Or spines-,” inserted her father.
“Or excretes in an unsatisfactory
manner,” concluded her mother, “then we
might possibly look into it.”
Emma had invested a lot of time
into narrowing down her list, deliberating over
every last detail. This lack of gratification for
her efforts naturally upset her, as well as the
prospect that she might not ever have a pet
at all, for she was hard-pressed to find an
animal which suited her parents’ numerous
stipulations. She adjourned the meeting and
went outside to the backyard, where she sat
and mentally reconsidered every creature of
which she knew. While she was thinking,
she heard a rustling in the pile of autumnal
leaves her father had raked up that morning.
Upon turning her head, Emma saw an innocuous orange-saddled corn snake, about
three feet in length, which blended in almost
perfectly with the blotchy colors of the leaves.
Emma sprang to her feet, thrilled. A
snake! She walked up to it and spoke soft,
indistinguishable words. Responding to the
sound of her voice, the snake squiggled closer. Emma held out her arm for it to coil
around, which it did. Its forked tongue flickered over her elbow in such a way that tickled her immensely. Emma giggled and delightedly studied the intricately patterned
scales of her new friend.
“Hey, Mom,” Emma called, in the
general direction of the house, “How about a
snake?”
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girl stared back. “What?” they both said simultaneously, Sarah incredulously, the reflection defensively.
“Did you just say-,” said Sarah.
“I was just say-,” said her reflection.
They again froze and looked at
each other. Sarah opened her mouth to
speak, as did her double, and then the double nodded for her to speak.
“Did you just talk?” Sarah rushed to
say, utterly perplexed and secretly thrilled.
“Well, so did you,” replied the girl in
the glass.
by Elizabeth Nail, Grade 9
“Oh, I just thought that you were…
my reflection. You’re not supposed to, you
Sarah wanted a sister more than
know...talk.”
anything else in the world. She hoped and
“What a ridiculous rule. I can talk if
dreamed, wished and prayed, from daybreak I want, and you’re no one to tell me I can’t!”
to nightfall. Some of her friends had siblings- she retorted, civilly enough.
brothers and sisters, older and younger.
It occurred to Sarah that the girl
They would generally grumble about them,
was responding in the exact way a sister
complaining that their older siblings were
might, based off what she’d heard from her
bossy, or that their little siblings were needy. friends.
Their brothers were loud and obnoxious, and
“What’s your name?” she queried
their sisters were prissy and annoying. But
eagerly. “Is it… Sarah?”
she paid no heed to them, and clutched her
“No, it’s Sally,” said the girl, rolling
wish to her heart all the more.
her eyes. “Of course we can’t have the same
Sarah looked in the floor-length
name!” Then she hesitated, and then put her
mirror in her bedroom one day and recoghand through the glass. It came out through
nized her reflection in the glass. Instead of
to Sarah’s end, startling her. Sally gripped
merely glancing and passing on, as per usu- the edges of the frame of the mirror, and
al, she stopped and drew closer to it, soaking stepped through into Sarah’s world.
in all the ordinary details of her face with an
Sarah wordlessly stepped forward,
unusually intense examination. It had sudand hugged her sister.
denly struck her that if she had a sister, she
might resemble her in some way. She couldn’t imagine all the possibilities.
“Oh, I wish you were my sister,”
she whispered to her mirror image, who did
the same.
Sarah put her face up to her reflection and grinned at it. Her reflection grinned
back. Sarah crossed her eyes, and with
some difficulty she saw her reflection do the
same. Then Sarah pulled her mouth down
into a scowl. Instead of copying every minute
move, the double laughed and said, “Why
are you frowning?”
Instantly, Sarah stopped pulling
faces and stared at the girl in the mirror. The

Untitled (short story)
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All of a sudden, there was a
great popping sound, and the sun went
out. The light disappeared, and Aaron and
his friend looked around frantically for help,
even though they knew they wouldn’t find
any. Realizing what had just happened,
Aaron turned to his friend and they shared
a shocked look. The world had just ended,
and the Earth was spinning toward the
black hole in space. What was to become
of the humans? Above them, they heard
their other clown friends shouting and yelling. The mine workers were frantically
by Julia Nail, Grade 9
trying to figure out what had happened.
The miners couldn’t escape, as they were
A thousand years from now, a
stuck in the mine with no electricity to see
clown in training is trapped in an abana way to get out.
doned gold mine. The year is 3026. This
The Earth eventually was eaten
was around the time when scientists
up by the black hole, and Aaron never was
thought the world was going to end.
able to become a clown. However, before
A young man named Aaron
the world ended, Aaron and his friend
wanted to be a clown. He was focusing his clowned around in the mine like there was
career in clowning around. To pursue his
no tomorrow. Aaron’s dreams didn’t turn
dreams, he was required to earn his deinto his reality, but he made the most of it
gree, and he attended clown school so that and had fun before he disappeared into the
he could become a part of the Wringling
black hole, never to be seen again.
Bros Traveling Circus.
The Wringling Bros Traveling
Circus was the biggest traveling circus in
America. It was well-known all over the
country, because they featured clowns,
acrobats, and Dumbo the Flying Elephant.
The contortionists were highly skilled and
the lion trainers were very brave.
After graduating high school,
Aaron set out to go to clown school to
pursue his dream of becoming a professional clown. He attended Harvard Clown
School, the best circus school in the country.
During training, they went on a
field trip to clown around in an industrial
part of town. There were factories, coal
mines, and workers everywhere. Aaron
and his friends were clowning around near
one of the gold mines, and his friend fell in.
He tried to rescue his friend but he tripped
and fell in with him. Aaron and his friend
looked around and tried to look for help,
but the gold mine was abandoned.

Untitled (short story)
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Creative Power

Here are works created by Julia See and
several other students from Blair. Art Club

By Julia See, Grade 11

Photos by HyunJu Chappell.

Creative Power at the Pasadena Central Library was the showcase of
works created from the collaboration between Art Center College of Design and
Blair Art Club. The Blair art teacher and
art club supervisor, Mrs. Martinez, contacted Art Center and they agreed on
collaboration. Art Center students came
every Friday to the art club and worked
with the students. They set up activities
and projects to encourage the Blair students to experience different types of art.
The Blair students learned things like
puppet making and film. The Art Center
students were always there to lend opinions and it gave the students a real insight
to what life as an artist could be like. As
the showcase, Creative Power, was getting closer, the Blair students were let
loose to create their own masterpieces.
Another Art Center and Blair
collaboration was the “pen pal” like exchange of the Uganda project that Art
Center students were working on. This
was between a separate group from Art
Center and a slightly different group of
Blair students. Items created by Blair
students were sent to Uganda, and vice
versa. This group compared their lives to
those kids living across the world. Blair
students created things that represent
what they did every day, things they enjoy
the most, and everyday sounds, and sent
it over.
The Art Center and Blair collaborations were a fun way to change things
up in Art Club. It allowed the students to
broaden their horizons both artistically
and globally. Most of the work produced
was showcased at the library at the Creative Power event. It was a fun semester
and hopefully this collaboration and
friendship will continue.
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Character Design Workshop
By Julia See, Grade 11

The Character Design Workshop was a week long class where an instructor from Arts
Center College of Design came and taught a group of teens, including myself, about
the basics of character design. At the beginning of the week, we were practicing general character structures and by
the end, we were creating our
own.
First, we learned the
basics: how to make key features on the face and body
seem proportionately even.
Then, we went to work with
Drawn on the first day of the workshop.
creating different shapes to give
Art by Victoria Le. Photo by Jane Gov.
those characters so we’ll be
able to draw anything we want.
We studied how to make a body encompass a certain personality in both real and imaginary characters, such as making a cute character versus a “bully” character. Next,
we went to work with giving those characters movement. It’s a common trend to only
know how to draw a stiff character facing towards you, so we had to imagine different
poses and try to draw them in a stance rather than facing towards us. Our ultimate goal
was to create our own character and to be able to imagine one and actually recreate
the mental image on paper.
It was a fun week of creating and meeting new people. Everyone loved drawing and I met different teens who came from different places. Like all art classes, it was
less of a typical “class” and more of a group of people coming together to draw. I enjoyed myself and look forward to future activities the library has to offer.

A character created by Julia See.
Photo by Jane Gov.
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Created on the last day of the workshop. Art
by Levon Arakelyan. Photo by Jane Gov.

I THOUGHT IT WAS SAFE
By Hayden Gandara, Grade 7

I thought it was safe to have friends,

I thought they were nice.
When I saw one of them, they stabbed me in
the back,

my heart turned to ice.
They usually turn against you one day and call
you gay. When in reality, they’re the gay ones.
I have a bunch of good friends, and then I
have those heartless demons that follow me
around

waiting to strike.
The Bible says to love everybody and I do
but...

they hate me.
I thought it was safe.
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PEACE
By Hayden Gandara, Grade 7

PEACE MEANS PRAYER
IT MEANS ANTI-WAR AND NO HUNGER
IT MEANS NO DEATH AND NO SEGREGATION
IT MEANS NO MAN’S HUNGER
STICKS AND STONES MEAN NOTHING ON THE
BATTLEFIELD
BULLETS AND BOMBS WILL BREAK MY BONES AND
POSSIBLY BURN ME
IF THAT ENDED WE WILL HOLD HANDS TOGETHER
IN HEAVEN WHERE PEACE IS NOTHING BUT…..

LOVE
PEACE MEANS PRAYER
20

As I Remembered
By Christal Lee, Grade 8

As I remembered the first day we met
I felt my heart hop outta my chest
I always thought you were the best
As I remembered our first touch
I felt a spark all through my body; it was an accidental
brush, not that much
As I remembered the day you found out
You shut me down and blew my heart to bits
I drowned in my tears and began to shout
As I remembered I shut down and kept to myself
Now hurt and scared
As I remembered the memories left behind
I cry and wonder what went wrong
The love I need won’t seem to shine
As I remembered

The one that never cared
21

The Boy with Compliments
by: Christal Lee, Grade 8
There’s this boy in two of my classes
He wears many hoodies
But he won’t wear hats, suspenders or glasses
Though he does have the mind of a goody-goody
He is the boy with compliments

Around the class he is very helpful
He is friendly and fun to hang around with
He acts respectful
He is this
The boy with compliments

His hands feel sandy
His eyes are dark brown
Has a voice sweet like candy
Sometimes he acts like a clown
But he is the boy with compliments

He gives corny advice
Has a smile too bright
Always says something nice
And he won’t fight
The boy with compliments
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Me
By Julian “Game Boy” Viscarra, Grade 8
My anger, my frustration, it’s all just a shell, a cover up of
who I actually am. I’ve been misunderstood. I’ve gotten into a
lot of trouble, told lies, and people hardly believe me nowadays.
I’ve tried changing but I always went back to the way I was after
the years of trouble. Things got better for me when I started being with Ruby Pope. It was amazing being with her. My whole
behavior had changed; everything was going good until January
came, that was the last time I had been with her. She left to go to
Averson Charter School. All that pain that had went away came
back, and it hurt. I still miss her a lot. I want to see her again
just to feel her warm, tight hug once more. Now people are trying
to tell me to change but I don’t want it because I don’t change for
anyone. Being who I am is cool but I don’t like my anger, and
there are days that I just want to disappear and nobody will know
I was gone but I can’t. The only good thing I have here are the
great friends that I have made. There are times when I’m upset
and they put a smile back on my face, and they cheer me up all
the time when I’m depressed. I have my own ways too. I put in
my earphones to throw away all the sadness and the pain. I never liked who I was before but I can tell that things will get better.
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Draw in 3D
Nearly 50 teens experimented with the 3Doodler 3D printing
pens during our “Draw in 3D” workshop. The pens extrude heated plastic filament that cools almost instantly into a solid, stable
structure. This makes it possible to draw up into the air or assemble several pieces together to create a three-dimensional
object. The participants started with drawing something simple,
like their name or a cube. Once they were comfortable enough,
they started spinning all sorts of creative objects. Some used
stencils provided by the 3Doodler website; some imagined up
their own projects; some collaborated with others. The workshops were 90 minutes long, but some teens could have easily
continued for several hours. Working with 3D pens stimulate
imagination, arts, and engineering.-- Jane Gov, Librarian

By Carissa P., grade 9

By Jocelyn B., grade 7

By Melissa L, grade 7

By Henry V., grade 6

By Sarah W., grade 9
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By Lechelle T., grade 7

Modular Electronics
What are Littlebits?
Littlebits is an open source library of discrete electronic components pre-assembled in tiny
circuit boards. All logic and circuitry is pre-engineered in the bits, which pushes up the design
process. Basically, a person who has little knowledge of electronics can now design something using electronics.
The purpose of LittleBits is to provide a system where anyone can build, prototype, and learn
about electronics. Each modular component is labeled with a single purpose, and as you
chain them together with their magnetic links ,you start to form more complex circuits. If
something’s not working out, just unhook the magnets that connect each module and start
over. In the end, you can control everything ranging from sound to actual moving motors, and
it’s all powered by either a
9V battery or a power supply.

What we did:
We had two back-to-back
programs, one for teens
(age 13-19) and one for
tweens (age 8-12). After a
very short introduction, the
participants started with
some simple projects from the littleBits booklet. Some were able to grasp the concept quite
easily and already moved on to designing something on their own (independent teen project
pictured). We provided the kits (Base kits and Premium kits), lots of craft supplies, and some
extra Power bits, 9-volt batteries, and extra cords.
Most teens worked on their own projects and found it fairly easy to navigate through it all with
little to no guidance. Most tweens, however, found that collaborating with their friends on
single a project helped them understand it better. Also, for the tweens program, parents and
teen volunteers assisted the kids with tools such as exacto knives and hot glue guns.
—Jane Gov, Librarian

YA Book Club
By Kara Eng, Grade 10
For the first book club of the summer, the YA Book Club read The Raven Boys by Maggie Stiefvater. The Raven Boys follows the adventures of Blue Sargent, a daughter of real-deal psychics, as she helps
Gansey, Rowan, Adam, and Noah in their quest to find Glendower, a
mythological Welsh king who is rumored to be buried somewhere in
America. Each character has their troubles, but this in no way detracts
from their likeability. Gansey grew up as a part of Virginia’s wealthiest
families and sometimes his unintentional ignorance shows. Blue has
been prophesied to kill her true love if she ever kisses him (all of the
psychics in her family have predicted this). Adam struggles with being a
scholarship student at a school for the extremely wealthy. Ronan, after the death of his father, is one of the angriest and belligerent people you’ll ever meet. Noah is always smudgy.
Much of the book is interwoven with confusing and obscure magic, leaving a lot of YA Book
Club members slightly lost. Fortunately, other members were able to help clarify. Overall,
YA Book Club agreed that the complexity of the characters makes the story intriguing and
entrancing, giving it an average rating of 4 stars.



Our second summer book was Seraphina by Rachel Hartman. It was
chosen as part of the summer reading challenge theme, “Claws to
Read”. Seraphina gets its claws from the dragons that have become
a huge part of their society. After long years of war, dragons and humans called a truce. This peace has lasted for forty years, but it hasn’t
been the most cooperative. Dragons have assimilated into human
society, but are met with prejudice and hatred. To be a dragon is to be
distrusted and exiled. With the recent death of Rufus, a human prince,
suspicion and tension has escalated, placing tension on the treaty.
The story follows Seraphina Dombegh, a girl who aspires to be a
great musician, but has to hide her half-dragon heritage in order to do
so. Somehow she manages to get the position of tutoring the crown princess in music. Growing closer to the princess and the captain of the guards and with prejudices against dragons
rapidly increasing, she finds it harder to hide who she really is. While we decided that the
book’s language was forgettable (as a result of its lack of vivid description), we thought that
Seraphina was an overall good book, giving it 4 stars.
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For September, in celebration of Banned Books Week, YA Book Club
read 13 Reasons Why by Jay Asher. The book follows Clay Jensen,
who has just received a package full of tapes. On the tapes is Hannah, a girl who recently committed suicide. They are Hannah’s explanation as to why she killed herself. There are 13 tapes. Each is dedicated to one person who contributed to Hannah’s reasons. The book
is interwoven with Clay’s trepidation, guilt, and regret, the story being
interspersed with his journey as he listens. The seriousness of the
book led YA Book Club to discuss heavier topics like suicide, bullying,
and the systems set up to prevent teenage suicide. We talked about
the book’s movie adaptation and what type of challenges moviemakers would run into (such as how they might show Hannah’s story despite the fact that we
only ever hear Hannah on tape) and how they might overcome these obstacles (maybe
making it so that Hannah’s story is filled with flashbacks with the tape narrating her story).
Overall, we gave 13 Reasons Why 4 stars and agreed that it was an interesting and insightful look into a topic that is not usually covered in YA.


Another summer selection was Everlost. Everlost is about a sort of
purgatory for kids. It is set in a world where kids and teens live in a
ghost world—at least those who somehow don’t immediately make it to
where they’re going after they die. Everlost, their plane of existence, is
connected to the living world; well-loved things that have been forgotten,
lost, and/or destroyed also live on in Everlost. The world of the dead is
more corporeal to the Everlights (what the children call themselves)
than the world of the living. Everlost follows the “lives” of Everlights with
very different reactions and views on their afterlife. Overall, we gave it
3.83 stars agreeing that it was an interesting concept that was thoughtprovoking and engaging. We definitely recommend it for anyone who is even remotely interested in the concept because the unique story has lots of twists and turns that work flawlessly together.
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The Enemy
by Charlie Higson

The Enemy, by Charlie Higson,
is one of my favorite books (it’s
impossible to choose just one).
About a year and a half ago, everyone over
the age of sixteen acquired a horrible disease
by Susan Beth Pfeffer
that kills almost all the adults and turns the
rest into zombies. In this dystopian society, a
The book is the first from Pfef- group of about fifty kids are forced to take
fer’s ‘The Last Survivors’ series, refuge in a Waitrose grocery store. They
but I think it’s the most amazing one yet.
raise fences and create barricades, turning it
into their own impregnable fortress. But as
The story takes place in northeastern Penn- food becomes scarce, the zombies become
sylvania. Tenth grader Miranda has an aver- bolder, and kids are getting picked off one by
age life. She lives in a house with her young- one. Then a mysterious stranger brings word
er brother Jonny and mother Laura. Miranda that Buckingham Palace is safe, free of zomhas an older brother Matt, but he is studying bies, with a walled yard, and the foundation
in college. Her parents are divorced, and her of agriculture. But first, the kids of Waitrose
father Hal is remarrying a woman named
have to get through miles of zombie infested
Lisa, who is pregnant. Miranda’s life is just
land. With the lurking zombies on the prowl,
average. But that changes.
the slightest noise will bring swarms. Even if
they manage to leave their makeshift home,
Talk of an asteroid hitting the moon has
not all will make it there alive.
spread all over the world, exciting the humans. Miranda is convinced it’s not as excit- One thing that struck me about this book was
ing as people say it is. Due to lack of rohow dramatic it was. The book contains key
mance and gossip in her hometown, Miranda elements such as many characters, in-yourthinks it is just another excuse for teachers to face non-stop action, mutiny, alternating
give extra homework.
perspectives and it’s fast paced. Higson

Life as We Knew
It

But she was wrong. They all were.
Once the asteroid struck, tragedy struck
too. The asteroid hit the moon sending it out
of orbit and breaking the weather. Tides
come in washing out cities, scorching heat
and freezing cold. And volcanoes. The world
is in madness. Everyone is fighting to the
death to keep their food. Miranda’s main goal
is to not die from starvation. In this story, you
see how the world can change with something small. –Angelina M., Teen Reviewer
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gives us a wide range of perspectives; readers even get one or two zombie points of
view. Characters drop like flies. In this setting, it’s common to expect a character to die
about every twenty pages. Charlie Higson is
a brave author. He’s nonchalant about killing
his characters off left and right. No one is
safe. This book is genuinely creepy, but that
isn’t to say I didn’t absolutely love it! I would
recommend to anyone looking for a thrill. –
Natalia B., Teen Reviewer

Dreams of Gods and
Monsters

Going Bovine
by Libba Bray

by Laini Taylor

Book reviews

This is the story of how Cameron Smith, a disappointment to
This is the final book to the
all teen, somehow finds himself
Daughter of Smoke & Bone
diagnosed with Mad Cow Disseries, so if you have not
ease (hence the title) and jourread those books, do not
neys across America with a
continue!
dwarf
who
has
a crippling sense of paranoia,
In terms of storyline: plot twists.
a
lawn
gnome
who
claims to be an ancient
There are so many of them.
Norse
god,
and
an
angel
who no one else
Every time I thought one thing
can
see
to
find
the
cure.
was going to go one way, it went a completely new direction that I didn’t expect. It isn’t a
Not going to lie, this book was really weird.
bad thing. It’s just that you can never relax
Like trippy weird. Most of the time I had no
while reading the book because there’s always something that’s waiting to slap you in idea what was going on, but by the middle of
the face. But the general edginess left read- the book, you kind of just learn to roll with
things. But hidden amongst all of the weird
ers eager to see what was going to happen
situations and people, there is satire. Some
next. The writing was, as always, spectacuof the elements inside of Cameron’s world
lar. Like the other books, Laini Taylor gives
are pointing out society’s flaws, such as state
her characters witty humor and sometimes
implemented standardized testing, “Why
breaks free of character point of views to
Thinking Can Cost You on Test Day.” Juxtanarrate or illuminate something that’ll leave
the reader a little shell-shocked. She’s written posed next to all of the other weird things, the
book makes you start to think about how
in a way that foreshadows (which generally
kills any hope you might have for an alterna- weird and backwards our society can be. The
biggest flaw of this book is how it starts out.
tive) but doesn’t spoil. The characters are
For the beginning half of the book I found all
believable and, even if their ordeals are beof Cameron’s cynical narration and view of
yond anything we’ve experienced, we still
sympathize and root for them. All of the char- the world to be aggravating and all of characacters are unique and their personalities are ter’s surrounding him had a surreal edge to
them that was more annoying than endearstill believable. The only issue I have with
ing. But, once you kind of get the basic idea
some of the character development is that I
felt like Laini Taylor is “pairing the spares.” It that nothing will make sense, the book begins
to grow on you. It definitely has a unique
isn’t that I can’t see the two characters together, it just felt very rapid and a little abrupt. storyline that eventually draws you in be(Sorry to be so vague, but if you read it, you’ll cause once you see Cameron, the kid who
used to be the epitome of ambitionless,
understand). Overall, I really recommend it
for anyone who enjoyed the rest of the series start to care about life, you start to care
too. Overall, I recommend it to anyone
(and if you haven’t read the series, read it if
who’s looking for a weird, slightly satiriyou want something that’s edgier but still
cal, story but not to anyone who can’t
somehow magical) but not for anyone who
stand a protagonist who’s so cynical it
can’t handle lots of plot twists. –Kara Eng,
sometimes make you want to throw
Grade 10
something at him.–Kara Eng, Grade 10
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Parallel

by Lauren Miller
Abby Barnes has a very detailed plan for her life. She has
everything mapped out from
what classes she’ll take, what college she’ll
attend, to when she’ll get a job. But her plan
doesn’t account for an unforeseen class
rescheduling. She has the choice between
drama and astronomy. One leads her on a
path that takes her to L.A. and the other
leads her to Yale. While these two parallel
worlds are supposed to be completely separate, a collision of worlds leaves Abby leading the life of her parallel, one where she
took the other path.

Out of the Easy

by Ruta Sepetys

Jo is the daughter of a prostitute who works in a successful
brothel in the French Quarter of
New Orleans. Jo does not want
to follow in her mother’s footsteps and is struggling to get out of New
Orleans, the “Big Easy.”
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I am becoming a fast fan of Ruta Sepetys.
Her characters, plot, and setting always have
a way of entrancing a reader and making
them extremely sympathetic to the plight of
her protagonists. The plot was wonderful. It
kept you on your toes and turning the pages.
The plot was pretty good. It kept you on edge There was never a dull moment and it was
and able to keep up with two different story- believable. The order of events made sense
lines. As soon as one chapter ended, you
and the author was able to quietly foreshadneeded to know what was going to happen in ow events, making readers surprised, but not
the next, which led to staying up until the
shocked. It was also not solely focused on
early hours of the morning reading on my
one story. While one plot was unfolding,
part. While there was one or two plot twists
another was twisting and turning. The story
that I didn’t expect, they were nicely forehad multiple layers that gave it depth without
shadowed and implied so they weren’t drabeing confusing and hard to follow, keeping
matic twists that were too convenient or out the reader from getting bored with just one
of place. And even though the concept is a
storyline. The characters were pretty good. I
little confusing, it was pretty easy to work
wouldn’t say that they were absolutely amazaround it, and once you did, it was pretty
ing because the author didn’t really focus a
intriguing to see how things played out. I
lot on Jo’s relationships with people (I mean
loved the supporting characters. Abby’s best maybe one or two), or at least she didn’t
friend, Caitlin, was her own person (so her
focus a lot on the development of those relalife didn’t revolve around Abby’s), but was
tionships.
still there for her best friend when she needed her. Abby’s family was a perfect balance Overall, I really recommend this book to
of caring without being overbearing, able to anyone who’s looking for a book that’s rich in
give Abby the independence expected of a
plot and setting, but not to anyone who
college student, but still there when she
doesn’t like inconclusive endings or
needs it. Even though Abby is a little untreat- books that focus solely on the protagoable at times, most of her reactions are unnist. –Kara Eng, Grade 10
derstandable and maybe even relatable.
Overall I recommend this book to anyone
who wants a more laidback sci-fi or to anyone who wants a quieter coming of age. –
Kara Eng, Grade 10

by Kenneth Oppel

Victor Frankenstein has a twin
brother, Konrad. They are alike
in almost every way, except
that Konrad is generally better
and more liked than Victor.
One day they discover the
Dark Library, a hidden library filled with
books about alchemy and a lot of other
things that are banned during 18th century
Switzerland. Then Konrad falls ill. Very ill.
Victor, his cousin Elizabeth, and their friend
Henry must delve into the occult to find a
cure. For anyone who knows the basic outline of the tale of Victor Frankenstein, the
novel is filled with little references and clues.
It isn’t an entire retelling of Frankenstein, but
more like a prologue. I mean, the series is
called “The Apprenticeship of Victor Frankenstein.” But let me tell you, it is a very good
prologue. The writing ties this novel to Mary
Shelley’s original Frankenstein without
cheapening itself or its inspiration. With little
hints and references to the author’s actual
life, anyone who knows a little bit about
Mary Shelley and her novel will love the little
Easter eggs that Oppel scatters. It’s also
very easy to see how this novel can transition into Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein. I
loved how it gave Victor a backstory. He
wasn’t just some madman greedy for
knowledge, fame, and power. He was just
someone trying to save his best friend, his
closest confidante, and his brother. Oppel’s
writing and story really makes you root for
Victor. From his struggle with living in his
brother’s shadow to hunting for the cure that
will save said brother. The greatest strength
of this novel is its ability to make you feel for
the man you know will turn “evil” later on.
Overall, I really recommend this book to
anyone who is even remotely interested in
the backstory of any “villain,” but I don’t
recommend it to people who don’t like
reimaginings of classic works because this

is after all a story about Mary Shelley’s
Victor Frankenstein. –Kara Eng, Grade 10

Ruin and Rising

by Leigh Bardugo

We last saw Alinas as she
was going underground with
the Apparat and we pick up
with her being surrounded by
a cult that believes she is a
saint and isolated from the
rest of her group. I really can’t delve too
deeply into the plot without giving away the
spoilers so the basic gist of it is: STOP THE
DARKLING. It was definitely the end. Like
the other books in the series, the plot is fastpaced (almost to a point where Leigh Bardugo could’ve squeezed out a few more books
from the same plot if she had wanted to).
And like the other books, the dire situations
were brightened by witty dialogue and dry
humor. There was character development
(in main and minor characters)! I enjoyed
seeing the characters change and grow, but
it wasn’t instantaneous. It was done in a
tasteful and quiet way, in a way that didn’t
make me want to bang the book against a
wall. The only parts I found lacking were
parts of the book that I found hard to follow,
but that was mostly stuff to do with Grisha
theory (which is pretty important actually)
and keeping track of some of the Russian
terms straight, but that’s all really only to be
expected with this novel because of the
concept and setting. Overall I definitely recommend it to anyone who has read the rest
of the series and to anyone who hasn’t yet
read them, to pick up Shadow and Bone
and start reading because I couldn’t put
this book down until I was done. –Kara
Eng, Grade 10

Book reviews

This Dark Endeavor
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TEEN
Advisory
Board

The Teen Advisory Board (TAB) is the Pasadena Public Library’s teen leadership team. TAB members help plan and assist with special programs,
recommend books to purchase, assist in promotions, book lists, train other
teen volunteers, and lots, lots more. Members are invited to the official roster
after demonstrated excellence in dedication, behavior, and communication.
TAB advocates for youth empowerment, particularly in areas of literacy, community, and connecting
libraries to teens. Current members range from ages 13-18, and come from all over our community,
representing both private and public schools. Find out what they’ve been up to at:
http://pasadena-library.net/teens/tag/teen-advisory-board/

Current members:
Madison Comick, Grade 7: Madison is currently our youngest TAB member and is already making great contributions to our library’s events. She enjoys reading and martial arts.
Haneen Eltaib, Grade 10: Haneen is a contributor and editor to the Teen Zine, as well as her
school newspaper. She wrote the script for last year’s Murder Mystery event (see pages 4-5). In
her spare time, she works on her sci-fi book Devil from Above.
Kara Eng, Grade 10: Kara is our top book reviews contributor and is also a teen reviewer for
Voice of Youth Advocates magazine. She attends Westridge School.
Michelle Fung, Grade 8: Michelle serves double duty as a volunteer at Hastings Branch and Central Libraries. She attends High Point Academy.
Chris Gonzalez, Grade 8: Chris is one of three remaining original TAB members since its formation over a year ago. He regularly volunteers at both La Pintoresca Branch and Central Libraries.
Sarah Marshall , Grade 12: Sarah played a huge role in developing last year’s Summer Reading
program and was a key contributor to the Doctor Who Summer Bash (see cover and pages 2-3).
She was also the catalyst for the Teen Zine, having created the first pilot pages.
Michael Patton, Grade 11: Michael is new to TAB this year and has already shown great leadership skills during library events. He placed third in the Gingerbread House Competition (see page
12) and loves Starbucks.
Julia See, Grade 11: Julia enjoys playing the flute, food, and the smell of books. She loves to
read dystopians and attends Blair High. Julia is also quite an accomplished artist; see her work
on “Creative Power” (page 16).
Nathan Tadios, Grade 11: Nathan is new to TAB this year and new to the library’s volunteer program. He is a member of Key Club at his school.
Jerry Tan, Grade 11: This is Jerry’s second year on TAB. He was a Summer Reading volunteer
and helped spurred the first issue of the Teen Zine by contributing to the layouts.
Cady West, grade 9: Cady is a new volunteer for Central Library. In her free time, she finds new
poetry to read & TV shows to watch. She’s not a bad crafter, either; see her “Deathly Hallows”
t-shirt on Geeky Gifts (page 11).
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